
ATV32 BSH Motors 

1.1. Motor parameter 

LAC Parameter set to Expert 

CTT parameter set at syn 

nCrs parameter => Set  the synchronous motor current value read on the motor nameplate. 

PPNS parameter => Set the number of pole pair value on the synchronous motor. 

nSPS parameter => Set the motor speed value read on the motor nameplate. 

tqS parameter  => Set the motor torque value read on the motor nameplate. 

 

With these parameters, the drive calculated automatically a PHS parameter (syn EMF constant) and FrSS parameter 
(Nominal freq sync) 

For BSH, Set ASt=SPMA (BSH motors has generally low or medium saliency). 

 

 

Then perform the AutoTun. 

After Autotun, the SMOT parameter is visible. This parameter determinate the saliency of motor, for this result we have 
three possibilities: 

- Low saliency 

- Medium saliency 

- High saliency 

HFI parameter is not recommended for BSH motors (because BSH has Low or Medium saliency). 

 

Set the SPG, SIT, SFC parameters. 

Set the BOA, BOO, FAB parameter for increase a performance 

Set CLI parameter. CLI at maximum is to set to Imax motor (name plate). 

1.2. Instability performance 

If you have a bad performance it’s possible to set a PHS parameter: 

To have the best setting of the PHS parameter, adjust PHS to have a minimum output current (monitor the current 
output). 

For this setting is necessary to increase or decrease PHS value, run the device to FrSS/2 and check the value of 
current output. Repeat this operation if necessary. 
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When the PHS value is correct without load, now tested with load. 

Increase the load and if you observed instability, stop the device. 

Change the value of “SIr” parameter for increase the performance.  

 

 

 

In case of instability with no load, it is advised to decrease SPG, SPB. Then, adjust the speed loop 
parameters to have the dynamic behavior and the PLL gains to have good speed estimation at low speed. 

In case of instability with load, it could help to increase PEC (for SPM motor).  

 

As BSH motor has low inductance (few mH), OCF or SCF fault could appear. In this case, it could help to 
increase the pwm frequency SFR at 8kHz and/or to decrease the current limitation CLI. 
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